Abstract. In this paper we extend the Balian-Low t ype theorems to Riesz bases for systems of many signals. We present the construction of coherent frames and we g i v e su cient conditionsfor these frames to have coherentduals. Under these conditions we p r o ve some nonlocalization theorems.
Introduction
For two real numbers a b we i n troduce on L 2 (R) t wo unitary operators: In the standard Weyl-Heisenberg frame theory (see Daub90] o r HeWa89]) one starts with a function g 2 L 2 (R) (the window) and two positive n umbers > 0 and constructs the set G g = ft m n g ( m n) 2 Z 2 g (1.3) obtained by translating and modulating g with parameters from the discrete lattice f(m n ) ( m n) 2 Z 2 g R 2 . On the other hand one can proceed in the same way but using w(a b) instead of t a b . In this case the following set is constructed:
W g = fw(m n )g ( m n) 2 Z 2 g (1.4) similar to G g except for an extra phase factor in each function. To distinguish between these two sets, we shall call G g a Gabor set whereas W g will be called a Weyl-Heisenberg set.
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The author wants to thank Professor Ingrid Daubechies for the continuous help and support she provided. He also wants to thank the anonymous referee for the helpful comments and suggestions that he made. c 0000 (copyright holder) 1 We n o w recall some de nitions and constructions from the frame theory. Consider a (complex) Hilbert space K, a c o u n table index set I and a set F = ff i i2 Ig K of elements of K. Then: Definition 1.1. The set F is called a frame for K if there are two positive constants 0 < A B < 1 such that for any x 2 K: Let us denote by S = T T the positive operator called the frame operator:
We see that (1.5) is equivalent to the following operatorial inequalities:
A 1 S B 1 (1.9) Using S we i n troduce two special frames: the standard dual frame, de ned by: f i = S ;1 f i i 2 I (1.10) and the associated tight frame, de ned by: f # i = S ;1=2 f i i 2 I
(1.11)
The standard dual frameF = ff i i 2 Ig has the following reconstruction property:
whereas the associated tight frame F # = ff # i i2 Ig is a tight frame with frame bound 1 (see HeWa89]). Now, returning to Gabor and Weyl-Heisenberg sets, we notice that G g is frame if and only if W g is frame.
The classical Balian-Low theorem states that if G g is an orthonormal basis for L 2 (R) t h e n g is nonlocalized, i.e. x 7 ! xg(x) a n d x 7 ! g 0 (x) cannot both be in L 2 (R) (see references in Bali81] , Low85]). This result was later extended to the case when G g is a Riesz basis for L 2 (R) ( s e e Daub90] o r BHW95]).
Although it appears that the extra phase factor in (1.4) is harmless, we s h a l l see that this is not true for many signals systems. In the case when (1.3) or (1.4) is a frame we shall call it a Gabor frame , respectively a Weyl-Heisenberg f r ame. I n this paper we shall use the term coherent as meaning of Gabor or Weyl-Heisenberg type.
Let us denote by L 2 (R C n ) = L 2 (R) : : : L 2 (R) the direct sum of k copies of L 2 (R). Our goal is to extend the Balian-Low theorem to frames in L 2 (R C n ). We point out that our approach is di erent to the one followed by Zeevi and Zibulski (see ZiZe95] ).
The organization of the paper is the following: in section 2 we describe coherent frames for L 2 (R C n ) with coherent duals in section 3 we g i v e the no-go theorems for Riesz bases section 4 contains the conclusions and is followed by t h e bibliography.
2. Construction of coherent frames with coherent d u a l s Let us consider the Hilbert space L 2 (R C n ) = L 2 (R) : : : L 2 (R) endowed with the scalar product given by:
the canonical projection onto the jth component 1 j k: j (f 1 f k ) = f j .
For two v ector parameters a = ( a 1 : : : a k ) 2 R k , b = ( b 1 : : : b k ) 2 R k we introduce the following unitary operators: G g = ft m n g ( m n) 2 Z 2 g (2.6)
Suppose either G g or W g is a frame in L 2 (R C n ). We p o i n t out that, in general, one set is a frame does not imply that the other set is also a frame. Moreover, even if one set is a frame, the standard dual frame may not be a coherent frame (i.e. a frame of the same type). We shall derive conditions under which t h e standard dual frame is coherent. Before doing so we present an example of such multidimensional frame: and it follows that the frame operator on S S is equal to S = 2 1. Since S S is dense in L 2 (R) L 2 (R), S = 2 1 on the whole L 2 (R) L 2 (R). Thus G g 1 g 2 ( 1 2 1
2 ) (1 1) is a tight frame in L 2 (R) L 2 (R). Moreover, as Theorem 2.6 will show, G g 1 g 2 ( 1 2 1
2 ) (1 1) is also a Riesz basis for L 2 (R) L 2 (R). 3 Now, returning to the coherent frames (2.6) and (2.7), the frame operators are given by:
Thus the standard dual of G g is given by: G g = f(S G ) ;1 t m n g ( m n) 2 Z 2 g and of W g by:
In order to state and prove our results, the following preliminary observations will be useful. Let us consider the sets G j := G g j j j = ft m j n j g j ( m n) 2 Z 2 g and W j := W g j j j = fw(m j n j )g j ( m n) 2 Z 2 g for 1 j k. They are the projections of G g and W g respectively, o n to the components of L 2 (R C n ) (i.e. G j = j (G g ) W j = j (W g )). Then the following result holds.
is frame for L 2 (R C n ) then each W j is frame in L 2 (R).
However the converse is not true.
Remark 2.3. Before proving this lemma we g i v e an example where the converse is not true. Suppose n = 2 and take 1 = 2 , 1 = 2 and g 1 = g 2 such that G g 1 1 1 be a frame in L 2 (R). Then G 1 = G 2 and W 1 = W 2 are all frames, but:
G g = fg mn g mn g mn = t m 1 n 1 g 1 m n 2 Zg Thus the span of G g contains only vectors of the form f f, with f 2 L 2 (R). Obviously (;f) f, f o r f 6 = 0 is not in this span and therefore G g is not a frame in L 2 (R C 2 ). Similarly for W g .
Proof. The frame condition for G g reads as:
for any f j 2 L 2 (R). For f j = jj0 f we g e t :
Akfk 2 X m n j < f t m j 0 n j 0 g j0 > j 2 Bkfk 2 for any f 2 L 2 (R) w h i c h means G j0 is a frame for L 2 (R). A similar proof shows that each W j is frame in L 2 (R) when W g is frame in L 2 (R C n ).
We i n troduce now the notion of frame orthogonality:
Definition 2.4. Let F 1 = fg 1 i i 2 Ig and F 2 = fg 2 i i 2 Ig be two frames in some Hilbert space K. W e s a y t h a t F 1 is orthogonal to F 2 if for all f h2 K we have:
Example 2.5. Consider the same example as before (Example 2.1). The equation (2.8) shows that condition (2.9) is ful lled for any f 1 f 2 2 S . Since S is dense in L 2 (R) w e get that (2.8) holds for any f 1 f 2 2 L 2 (R). 3
If we d e n o t e b y T 1 : K ! l 2 (I) a n d T 2 : K ! l 2 (I) the analysis operators associated to F 1 and F 2 , respectively, de ned by T 1 (f) = f< f g 1 i > g i2I , T 2 (f) = f< f g 2 i > g i2I , the condition (2.9) can be rewritten as T 1 T 2 = 0 .
Consider now the following three sets of conditions:
I. G j is orthogonal to G l , for all j 6 = l, 1 j l k II. W j is orthogonal to W l , for all j 6 = l, 1 j l k III. 1 1 = = k k =: ( stands as a notation for the common value) Theorem 2.6. With the notations introduced b efore: a) If G g is a frame for L 2 (R C n ) and I or III holds true, then its standard dual is also a Gabor frame generated b y a v e ctor g G 2 L 2 (R C n ) (i.e.Ĝ g = G g G ) b) If W g is a frame for L 2 (R C n ) and II or III holds true, then its standard dual is a also a Weyl-Heisenberg f r ame generated b y a v e ctor g W 2 L 2 (R C n ) ( Riesz basis for L 2 (R C n ) if and only if P k j=1 j j = 1 . Proof. a),b) In order to prove a), respectively b) it is enough to check that the corresponding frame operator commutes with t m n , respectively w(m n ). Consider the Gabor set.
If I is true then the frame operator decomposes into a diagonal sum of operators:
where S j = P m n < t m j n j g j > t m j n j g j , 1 j k. Now, since S j t m j n j ] = 0 (see for instance DLL95] relation (2.5)) we g e t that S G t m n ] = 0 f o r a n y m n 2 Z, i.e. they commute (by ] w e denote the commutator A B] = AB ; BA).
If III is true we h a ve: S G t m0 n0 f = X m n < t m0 n0 f t m n g > t m n g = X m n < f e ;2 im0n0 t ;m0 ;n0 t m n g > t m n g On the other hand: t ;m0 ;n0 t m n = e 2 imn0 t (m;m0) (n;n0) and thus: S G t m0 n0 = X m n < e 2 i(m;m0)n0 t (m;m0) (n;n0) g > t m n g = X m n < t m n g > e ;2 imn0 t (m+m0) (n+n0) g = X m n < t m n g > t m0 n0 t m n g = t m0 n0 S G For S W the calculus goes in the same way b u t n o w: w(;m 0 ;n 0 )w(m n ) = e i (mn0;m0n) w((m ; m 0 ) (n ; n 0 ) ).
ThereforeĜ g = G (S G ) ;1 g andŴ g = W (S W ) ;1 g . c) If III holds true we c a n c heck t h a t S G = S W and thus g G = g W . d),e),f) Since the frame operator commutes with t m n , respectively w(m n ) we get that the associated tight frame (de ned by g ] m n = S ;1=2 g mn with g mn , respectively S given by either t m n g, respectively S G or w(m n )g, respectively S W ) is also coherent moreover this tight From this theorem one can see that the Gabor and Weyl-Heisenberg cases are very similar. However in the next section, where nonlocalization theorems are stated and proved, a di erence emerges. We can handle the Weyl-Heisenberg case under the conditions II or III, but for the Gabor set we can treat only the case III.
The Balian-Low t ype theorems for Riesz bases
As we h a ve proved in Theorem 2.6, if condition III holds true any result about Weyl-Heisenberg frames moves automatically into Gabor frames with the same lattice. We shall concentrate in this section on Weyl-Heisenberg Riesz bases. But before stating the results, we h a ve t o i n troduce some function spaces. Consider the following unbounded operators:
where the derivative is considered in the distributional sense, and construct now similar operators on L 2 (R C n ): a space of functions that will be useful in the third version of the BL theorem. Now w e state the "weak", "strong" and "amalgam" v ersions of the BL theorem for L 2 (R C n ) (in the terminology of BHW95]): Lemma 3.1 (weak BLT f o r L 2 (R C n )). Suppose g 2 L 2 (R C n ) and 2 R k + such that II or III holds true and W g is a Riesz basis for L 2 (R C n ). I f g is the generator of the biorthogonal Riesz basis then either g 6 2 D(Q) \ D(P ) or g 6 2 D(Q) \ D(P ).
Theorem 3.2 (strong BLT f o r L 2 (R C n )). Suppose g 2 L 2 (R C n ) and 2 R k + such that II or III holds true and W g is a Riesz basis for L 2 (R C n ). Then g 6 2 D(Q) \ D(P ). Remark 3.3. As stated here, Theorem 3.2 is clearly stronger than Lemma 3.1. However, the technique (due to Battle) used in the proof of Lemma 3.1 also leads to a similar conclusion under slighty w eaker conditions on g, w h e n t h e h ypotheses of Theorem 3.2 no longer hold true. For a 2 R k and g 2 L 2 (R C n ) w e de ne ag = ( a 1 g 1 : : : a k g k ), the componentwise multiplication. If a 2 R k + we denote a ;1 = ( a ;1 1 : : : a ;1 k ).
The biorthogonality condition reads as: Now, we can nd sequences (f n ) n2N , ( h n ) n2N in k j=1 C 1 0 (R) D(P) \ D(Q) L 2 (R C n ) s u c h t h a t kg;f n k ! 0, kg;h n k ! 0, kPg;Pf n k ! 0, kPg;Ph n k ! 0, kQg ; Qf n k ! 0, kQg ; Qh n k ! 0. On the one hand: < P ;1 f n Q ;1 h n > ; < Q ;1 f n P ;1 h n > =< P Q] ;1 f n ;1 h n >= i < ;1 f n ;1 h n > On the other hand, since the scalar product is continuous, we g e t b y passing to limit and using (3.6): 0 = i < ;1 g ;1g > (3.8)
In case II,g j = ( S j W ) ;1 g j and therefore (3.8) implies:
Since (S W ) ;1 is a positive operator, each t e r m i s p o s i t i v e. Consequently each g j = 0 . C o n tradiction! In case III, ;1 ;1 = 1 1 and thus (3.8) turns into: 0 = < g (S W ) ;1 g > which again implies g = 0 and also a contradiction! Proof of Theorem 3.2. The idea is to prove t h a t g 2 D(P) \D(Q) i m p l i e s g 2 D(P) \ D(Q) and then the conclusion follows from lemma 3.1.
Firstly we consider the case II. Since S W = k j=1 S j j we get thatg = k j=1g j , i.e. the standard dual of W g is obtained as a direct sum of the standard duals of each component frame. Thus the problem reduces to a "scalar" WH frame:
given g 2 L 2 (R) a n d > 0 p r o ve that if W g is a frame and g 2 D(p) \ D(q) then the generator of the standard dual has the same smoothness and decay, i . e . g 2 D(p) \ D(q). We prove one more ingredient for this, namely is rational.
Indeed, suppose that not all j = j j are rational. This together with P k j=1 j j = 1 ( s i n c e W g is a Riesz basis) would imply that there are two labels j 6 = l such t h a t j ; l is irrational. From orthogonality w e get: The frame condition for W g reduces to 0 < A S(t s) B < 1, a . e . (t s) 2 2. Then the dual is given by e G = S ;1 G and the proof is similar to the previous case: from G 2 W 1 2 (2 C k ) it follows that e G 2 W 1 2 (2 C k ) w h i c h i s equivalent t õ g 2 D(P ) \ D(Q).
Proof of Theorem 3.4. Firstly, as before we can assume j = 1 a n d j = 1 k (otherwise we scale all generators g j ). Then, as we h a ve s h o wn before, the Riesz basis condition is equivalent t o A S(t s) B, a . e . ( t s) 2 2. L e t T : 2 ! C k k be the matrix whose entries are T jl (t s) = G j (t s + l;1 k ). Then S = T T T and thus detS = jdet T j 2 A, a.e. (t s) 2 2. Suppose g 2 k l=1 W (C 0 l 1 ). This implies that each G j (t s) i s c o n tinuous (see BHW95] ). Thus det T : 2 ! C is continuous and since jdet T j p A > 0, 8(t s) 2 2 we can de ne a continuous function ' : 2 ! C such t h a t det T (t s) = jdet T(t s)je i'(t s) . One can easily check that det T(t+1 s ) = det T (t s) a n d det T (t s+ 1 k ) = e ;2 it (;1) k;1 det T(t s). Therefore there are integers M N 2 Z such t h a t : 
Conclusions
In this paper we study some extensions of Gabor and Weyl-Heisenberg frames from unisignal systems (L 2 (R)) to multisignal systems (L 2 (R) L 2 (R)). For certain categories of such f r a m e s w e p r o ved that the standard dual is coherent. In some cases we h a ve obtained extensions of the Balian-Low theorem in all three forms (weak, strong and amalgam). In future works we shall study the geometry of multisignal systems as well as some adjoint Riesz bases that can naturally be associated to such frames.
